
The iron chelator deferoxamine (DFO), an FDA

approved drug for iron and heavy metal overload, and

some other iron chelators, are in human trials for intra-

cerebral hemorrhage, spinal cord injury, and Alzheimer’s

disease. Iron chelators have been shown to improve func-

tional recovery in animal models of hemorrhagic stroke

[1, 2]. The rationale behind the use of iron chelators in

hemorrhagic stroke is easy to conceptualize: bleeding into

the parenchyma of the brain not only compresses sur-

rounding tissue to limit blood flow, but also results in the

breakdown of red blood cells leading to release of hemo-

globin and its cofactor, hemin [3, 4]. Hemin exhibits sig-

nificant peroxidase-like activity, and upon degradation by

heme oxygenase liberates biliverdin, iron, and carbon

monoxide. Free iron is believed to catalyze generation of

hydroxyl radicals from hydrogen peroxide via the Fenton

reaction. Hydroxyl radicals covalently modify biomole-

cules at diffusion-controlled rates, progressively oxidizing

cellular constituents and causing cell death [5]. However,

for neurons cultured in vitro hemin was shown to be more

toxic than free iron [6]. Despite their movement forward

to human testing, two issues could potentially hinder the

success of iron chelators at the human bedside. First, iron

is an important cofactor in many proteins, particularly

those in mitochondria, an organelle critical to optimal

synaptic activity and brain function [7, 8]. Second, iron

chelators inhibit all iron-containing proteins, and in the

absence of a known target, appropriate dosing in animals

and ultimately humans may be problematic [9].

Iron chelators are equally protective in ischemic

models. Neuroprotection in MCAO (Middle Cerebral

Artery Occlusion) models was observed with the iron

chelator DFO pre- and post-treatment [10, 11] and with

α-ketoglutarate mimics not chelating iron such as dihy-
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droxybenzoate (DHB) [12] and dimethyloxalylglycine

(DMOG) [13]. Iron chelators and α-ketoglutarate mim-

ics (DHB, DMOG) target iron-containing alpha-keto-

glutarate dependent dioxygenases (more than 70 enzymes

in the human genome). Among those, a group of prolyl

hydroxylases (PHDs) catalyzes hydroxylation of hypoxia-

inducible factor (HIF), a transcription factor responsible

for cellular adaptation to hypoxia.

HIF is a transcriptional factor that regulates gene

expression in mammalian development, physiology, and

disease pathogenesis. HIF is a widespread transcription

factor activating a battery of genes including those

involved in glucose uptake and metabolism, extracellular

pH control, angiogenesis, erythropoiesis, and mitogenesis

acting to enhance the ability of cells to survive. HIF con-

sists of two subunits, HIF-α being rapidly degraded under

normoxic conditions (half-life less than 5 min at 21% O2),

while the other subunit (β) is stable [14, 15]. HIF-α was a

previously unidentified protein (in contrast to HIF-β,

also known as aryl hydrocarbon nuclear translocator,

ARNT), and its cDNA reveals 90% amino acid sequence

identity for the human, mouse, and rat proteins.

In mammals, three genes have been shown to encode

HIF-α subunits [16]: HIF-1α is ubiquitously expressed,

while HIF-2α, also known as endothelial PAS-domain

protein 1, and HIF-3α have more restricted expression

patterns (Scheme 1). Nonetheless, HIF-2α is frequently

detected in tumor cells along with HIF-1α. The levels of

the α-subunits are acutely regulated in response to hypo-

xia. Although there is evidence for hypoxic induction of

HIF-1α mRNA levels in some cell types, the predominant

O2-dependent regulation of HIF-1α is mediated by post-

translational mechanisms. HIF-1α bound to HIF-1β rep-

resents the canonical form of HIF. Systemic disruption of

the Hif-1a gene leads to embryonic lethality by day 11 of

embryonic development (E11), which is accompanied by

cardiovascular malformation and defective cephalic vascu-

larization, indicating that HIF-1α is essential for embry-

onic vascularization. To investigate the function of HIF-

1α in the central nervous system, a conditional knockout

mouse was made: neural cell-specific HIF-1α-deficient

mice exhibit hydrocephalus accompanied by a reduction

in neural cells and an impairment of spatial memory,

showing that expression of HIF-1α in neural cells is essen-

tial for normal development of the brain [17]. HIF-2α is

essential for hematopoietic development in mice [18].

Initially, activation of HIF-1 was considered to be a

major survival mechanism. However, several publications

where HIF-1 has been upregulated by means other than

iron chelators or α-ketoglutarate mimics have demon-

strated pro-death functions of HIF-1 [19-22]. Very

recently a two-phase HIF-1 response has been observed

where HIF-1 stabilized by ischemia at early and late

times lead to cellular apoptosis and survival, respectively

[23]. In some scenarios of neuronal death HIF-2, but not

HIF-1, was shown to be pro-survival [24]. Recently other

protein substrates of HIF PHDs, such as β2-adrenergic

receptor (β2AR) [25] and Rbp1 [26], have been identi-

Comparative protein structure of HIF-α isoforms

Scheme 1
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fied. In the mid 1990s, Dr. Ratan’s laboratory outlined a

model for the broad neuroprotective mechanism of iron

chelators based on their ability to upregulate the hypoxia-

inducible factor-1 (HIF-1) [27], rather than by inhibiting

Fenton chemistry. The new model for neuroprotection

has evolved by switching the focus from activating HIF-1

to inhibiting HIF prolyl hydroxylases (HIF PHDs) [28-

30]. This review attempts to refine our understanding of

the catalytic and structural features of HIF PHD isoforms

with emphasis on the potential to design low molecular

weight inhibitors specific for each isoform.

HYDROXYLATION: A MAJOR REGULATOR

OF HIF PROTEIN STABILITY

The predominant O2-dependent regulation of HIF-

1α is mediated by posttranslational mechanisms such as

phosphorylation, acetylation, and hydroxylation followed

by ubiquitination and proteasomal degradation.

Hydroxylation is the major regulator and is catalyzed by

nonheme iron α-ketoglutarate-dependent dioxygenases

known as the HIF prolyl hydroxylases (HIF PHDs).

Hydroxylation of Pro564 and/or 402 residues in HIF-1α

is a prerequisite for the interaction with the tumor sup-

pressor von Hippel–Lindau (VHL) protein, an E3 ubiq-

uitin ligase that allows HIF-1α to be ubiquitinated and

targeted for proteasomal degradation [31]. Pro564 is

located within the oxygen degradable domain (ODD) and

is considered to be the major site for hydroxylation cat-

alyzed by all PHD isoforms. Hydroxylation of Pro564

occurs before that of Pro402 [32].

Hydroxylation of HIF-1α Asn803 is catalyzed by

another enzyme of the same group, the factor inhibiting

HIF-1α (FIH). FIH is an asparaginyl hydroxylase.

Hydroxylation of HIF-α proteins by FIH blocks associa-

tion of HIFs with the transcriptional coactivators

CBP/p300 [33], thus inhibiting transcriptional activation.

Mice with a null mutation in the FIH gene [34] show that

FIH has no discernable role in mice in altering classical

aspects of HIF function, e.g. angiogenesis, erythropoiesis,

or development. Rather, it is an essential regulator of

metabolism: mice lacking FIH exhibit reduced body

weight, elevated metabolic rate, hyperventilation, and

improved glucose and lipid homeostasis and are resistant

to high-fat-diet-induced weight gain and hepatic steatosis.

Neuron-specific loss of FIH phenocopied some of the

major metabolic phenotypes of the global null animals:

those mice have reduced body weight, increased metabol-

ic rate, and enhanced insulin sensitivity and are also pro-

tected against high-fat-diet-induced weight gain. These

results demonstrate that FIH acts to a significant degree

through the nervous system to regulate metabolism.

While the two closely related HIF-α subunits HIF-

1α and HIF-2α have been extensively studied, not much

is known about the third variant, HIF-3α [35]. The HIF-

1α subunit was characterized in 1995, HIF-2α in 1997,

but HIF-3α was first discovered in the mouse only in

1998, and the identification of the human HIF-3α

occurred in 2001 [36]. The human HIF-3α1 amino acid

sequence is very similar to human HIF-1α and HIF-2α

in the N-terminal bHLH region and the PAS domain, but

it lacks the structures for transactivation found in the C-

terminus of HIF-1α and HIF-2α and contains only the

NTAD [36] (Scheme 1). It thus cannot bind p300 and is

not regulated by FIH.

CATALYTIC MECHANISM

For both HIF PHDs and FIH, the general reaction

mechanism includes activation of molecular oxygen to

convert α-ketoglutarate into succinate and CO2 while

hydroxylating the prime substrate, HIF-α subunit. The

proposed mechanism (Scheme 2, adapted from [37]) is

based on the reported incorporation of 18O into HIF-α

substrate and succinate [38, 39], the available crystal

structures for PHD2 [40] and FIH [41], and the recent

stopped-flow kinetics for taurine/α-ketoglutarate dioxy-

genase [42] and prolyl-4-hydroxylase from Paramecium

bursaria Chlorella virus 1 [43]. The mechanism suggests

the initial binding of iron to the active site, then α-keto-

glutarate coordination via C-1 carboxylate and ketone

oxygen by iron, followed by the binding of HIF-α peptide

(as a substrate), which results in displacement of the

water molecule from the sixth coordination position

(Step 1). This displacement guarantees oxygen binding

and activation. The uncoordinated oxygen of the bound

oxygen attacks the ketone carbonyl of α-ketoglutarate

(Step 2) to form a bicyclic Fe(IV)-peroxyhemiketal com-

plex (Step 3) in which decarboxylation occurs concomi-

tantly with formation of an oxo-ferryl (Fe(IV)=O) inter-

mediate (Step 4). The latter hydroxylates proline via a

substrate radical intermediate (Step 5) as evidenced by

the formation of prolyl radical [44]: i.e. oxo-ferryl attacks

the proline residue to withdraw a hydrogen atom and then

introduces the hydroxyl radical (Step 6).

The presence of the water molecule in the sixth coor-

dination position is marked in the resolved crystal struc-

tures of PHD2 [40] in complex with the enzyme

inhibitors (PDB 2G19, 2HBU), while the absence of this

water molecule is clearly seen in the deposited crystal

structure of FIH in complex with Asn803 containing HIF

peptide (PDB 1H2K, 1H2M). These crystal structures

provide direct evidence for the role played by the coordi-

nated water in the catalytic mechanism (Fig. 1 (see color

insert) and Scheme 2). The presence of the water mole-

cule in the sixth position does not prevent oxygen from

binding and activation completely: in the absence of the

substrate the enzymes of this class are known to catalyze

the so-called uncoupled reaction. However, the rate of

the reaction is rather slow as one may judge from the very
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recent stopped-flow kinetics for prolyl-4-hydroxylase

[43]: α-ketoglutarate binding to the active site Fe elicits a

visible absorption feature in the 500 nm region assigned to

a metal-to-ligand charge-transfer transition arising from

Fe chelation; the decay of this band upon addition of oxy-

gen in the absence of peptide substrate is negligible at 5°C

compared to the loss of absorbance within 0.1 sec upon

the addition of both oxygen and peptide [43]. This “sub-

strate triggering”, which is thought to be due, at least in

part, to dissociation of a water ligand seems to be a gen-

eral feature of enzymes in this family. For instance, for

taurine/α-ketoglutarate dioxygenase, binding of taurine

enhances O2 reactivity by three orders of magnitude [42].

Thus, substrate analogs that bind in a similar fashion and

displace the water but cannot be hydroxylated or oxidized

will also result in an open coordination position, thus

facilitating the uncoupled reaction. In the absence of

reducing agents and in the presence of ferrocyanide as an

alternative substrate, the enzyme catalyzes the oxidation

of the latter using HIF (or HIF peptide) as a cofactor, the

binding of which activates the active site iron as shown in

Scheme 2, alternate route. This is the simplest continuous

HIF prolyl hydroxylase activity assay as exemplified in

Fig. 2 for recombinant PHD2 produced from E. coli

inclusion bodies. The problem with the assay is the need

to remove dithiothreitol, which results in fast inactivation

of the enzyme upon storage (80% inactivation on ice

within 2 h). The assay is good for enzyme purification

protocol development, since the enzyme activity in this

reaction is proportional to the enzyme hydroxylation

activity. However, development of PHD inhibitors bear-

ing an iron chelation motif is impossible using this assay.

THREE ISOFORMS OF HIF PROLYL HYDROXY-

LASE: LOCALIZATION AND REGULATION

PHDs 1, 2, and 3 (also known as EGLN 2, 1, and 3,

respectively) in humans are represented by three

isozymes. The catalytic domains are highly homologous

to each other. PHD3 contains the catalytic domain only,

in contrast to PHD1 and PHD2 that have additional N-

Catalytic cycle of HIF prolyl hydroxylase (Steps 1-6, see explanation in text) and side-reaction of ferrocyanide oxidation catalyzed by HIF

prolyl hydroxylase in the presence of its specific substrate HIF (or HIF peptide)

Scheme 2
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terminal domains. The role of the N-terminal domain of

PHD1 is unknown, whereas the N-terminal domain of

PHD2 contains a Zn-finger motif [45]. Zinc binding was

shown to inhibit the enzyme activity in vitro [45], while

the addition of the Zn chelator TPEN stimulated the

enzyme activity as compared to the activity of PHD3

[46]. Since TPEN is also known to inhibit ubiquitination,

its addition to human liver cells induced the accumula-

tion of nonfunctional hydroxylated HIF-1α: HIF-1α was

asparaginyl-hydroxylated and therefore failed to recruit

cAMP-response element-binding protein (CBP) [46].

Thus, HIF-1α is regulated by two separate processes,

namely PHD2/VHL/ubiquitin-dependent degradation

and FIH-1/CBP-dependent transactivation.

PHD1 from C. elegans gives two expression bands in

different cell cultures that correspond to the full-size pro-

tein and an alternative initiation variant (AUG encodes

the 34th amino acid residue and is an alternative initia-

tion site) [47]. These alternative forms exhibit similar cat-

alytic activities, but the shorter variant is less stable with

respect to proteolytic degradation [47].

PHD3, in addition to the full-size product, was

shown to form a spliced variant omitting exon 4 (corre-

sponding to PHD2 amino acid sequence numbers

Tyr384-Arg408) that exhibited the catalytic activity and

was found in primary cancer tissues [48]. This is in con-

trast to PHD2, where alternative splicing protein variants

were shown to be catalytically inactive [49].

Human PHD1 is predominantly localized in the

nucleus, whereas PHD2 is present in the cytoplasm.

Human PHD3 distributes evenly in both compartments.

The expression of PHD2 and PHD3, but not PHD1, is

induced by hypoxia, suggesting a role for these enzymes

in a negative feedback pathway responsible for enhanced

degradation of HIF-1α after re-oxygenation. On the

other hand, the half-life of PHD1 and PHD3 is regulated

by O2 concentration, i.e. their stability is decreased in

hypoxic cells [50]. These enzymes are also degraded by

the ubiquitin-proteasome system [50].

The silencing of PHD1 and PHD3 using RNA inter-

ference in various cell lines revealed no effect on HIF-1α

accumulation, in contrast to PHD2, which was identified

as a key oxygen sensor in normoxia [51]. These differ-

ences in enzyme properties imply distinct functions and

physiological impact for all three PHDs that await eluci-

dation. In addition to its role in HIF hydroxylation,

PHD3 has been recently shown to induce neuronal apop-

tosis downstream of c-Jun [52]. This ability is linked to

PHD3 hydroxylase activity, which can be feedback inhib-

ited by succinate [52].

ENZYME ASSAYS AND CATALYTIC PARAMETERS

The distinct localization and regulation of HIF pro-

lyl hydroxylases strongly suggest their distinct substrate

specificity and distinct roles in the cell. There is no con-

sensus on relative activity of PHD isoforms with respect

to each HIF isoform as a result of the use of the enzyme

in in vitro assays. There are three different ways to assay

PHD activity in vitro [53]: 1) assay of the first half-reac-

tion substrates and products (O2 and α-ketoglutarate

consumption; CO2 evolution, succinate production); this

format should account for the uncoupled reaction, which

is nonspecific; 2) assay of the second half-reaction oxi-

dized product (mass-spectrometry of hydroxylated pep-

tides); mass-spectrometric analysis is difficult to make

suitable for high-throughput screening (HTS) format; 3)

the so-called “capture assay” monitoring the interaction

of the hydroxylated product with VHL; requires recombi-

nant HIF, reticulocyte-produced VHL, protein/peptide

labeling and corresponding antibodies.

The most reliable way to monitor the formation of

hydroxylated product is either by mass spectrometry or

using the “capture assay”. The latter is known in three

different formats: 1) end-point immunochemical assay is

based on the tight interaction between pVHL and the

hydroxylated Pro564 of HIF-1α. After hydroxylation,

immobilized HIF-peptide is recognized by the thioredox-

in-labeled VHL–elongin B–elongin C complex

(expressed in E. coli and purified), which is in turn detect-

ed by anti-thioredoxin antibodies by the method of dou-

ble antibodies with peroxidase-labeled secondary anti-

bodies; 2) continuous fluorescence polarization assay:

HIF peptide modified with a fluorescent label upon cap-

ture by VHL–elongin B–elongin C shows higher polar-

ization signal [54]; 3) continuous homogeneous time-

resolved fluorescence resonance energy transfer (TR-

FRET) assay: europium-labeled heterotrimeric complex

Fig. 2. Ferrocyanide oxidation catalyzed by HIF prolyl hydroxy-

lase in the presence of HIF. Assay conditions: 50 µg/ml PHD2,

50 µM peptide substrate, 100 µM α-ketoglutarate, 8 µM FeSO4,

1 mM K4Fe(CN)6, and 50 mM Tris-HCl buffer, pH 7.5 at 25°C.

The reaction was carried out at 37°C. 1) Control (peptide); 2) con-

trol (PHD2 no substrate); 3) control (GST-HIF); 4) PHD2 (pep-

tide); 5) PHD2 (GST-HIF).
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of Von Hippel–Lindau protein, elongin B, and elongin C

(VCB-Eu) recognizes hydroxylated P564 on a biotinylat-

ed HIF-1α peptide, which interacts with streptavidin-

labeled allophycocyanin. This assay, developed by the

Amgen team, is the best one in terms of sensitivity and

applicability for HTS. The assay utilizes europium in

addition to other expensive reagents [55].

All enzymatic assays are based on the use of PHD2

recombinant enzyme produced in either baculovirus or an

E. coli expression system. High throughput screening for

PHD inhibitors using an enzyme assay is a challenge both

in terms of the enzyme source and the assay format. The

enzymatic activity and stability of purified PHD is very

low [56], and enzyme assays require large quantities of

recombinant enzyme supplemented with iron. The bind-

ing constant for iron is not established, but it is supposed

to be extremely good under in vitro conditions.

No specific peptide substrate has been developed for

each PHD: the 19-mer HIF-1α peptide is an equally good

substrate for all PHDs (Km 7-8 µM) [49]; PHD2 is 2-fold

less specific for HIF-3α peptide than the others, and

PHD3 exhibits a 3-fold higher affinity for HIF-2α peptide

than the others [49]. A switch to longer peptide substrates,

35-mers, allowed the affinity for the peptide substrate to

be improved by orders of magnitude (Table 1), while the

values of the maximum rates were changed insignificantly

[57]. With the oxygen degradable domain as a substrate,

the decrease in the Michaelis constants was even more

pronounced (Table 1 [49, 57]) as compared to the 4-

15 µM range for 19-mer peptide substrates [57]. Based on

the numbers presented in Table 1, it is still difficult to

make conclusions regarding substrate specificity of either

enzyme, except that PHD1 has a definite advantage over

the other two in terms of high affinity for HIF-ODD.

The high values of the Michaelis constant for oxygen

in the case of PHD (Table 2 [37, 58]) show that oxygen

actually regulates the enzyme activity, especially under in

vivo conditions, where oxygen tension is an order of mag-

nitude lower than that in vitro (ca. 220 µM, pH 7.0, RT).

The co-purification of α-ketoglutarate with recom-

binant PHD2 [59] indicates that the binding constant for

α-ketoglutarate must be much better than the Michaelis

constants reported elsewhere (Table 2, ca. 60 µM).

Ascorbate is not an obligatory substrate, and it is actually

used in vitro to help iron to complete the cycle and return

into the catalytically active ferro-form.

EnzymeSubstrate

HIF1C19

HIF1C35

HIF1ODD

HIF2C19

HIF2C35

HIF2ODD

HIF3C20

HIF3C35

PHD3

5

0.09

0.07

10

0.2

0.1

4

0.2

Table 1. Improvement in Michaelis constants (µM) with increasing peptide length (adapted from [49])

PHD2

7

0.8

0.14

30

0.4

0.07

20

0.6

PHD1

10

0.3

0.01

30

0.15

0.01

8

0.2

Enzyme

PHD1

PHD2

PHD3

ascorbate

170

180

140

Table 2. Kinetic parameters of PHD for oxygen and ketoglutarate (adapted from [37, 58])

α-ketoglutarate

60

60

55

oxygen

230

250

230

P564

P564

P564

P402

P402

–

Michaelis constant, µMResidues hydroxylated

Michaelis constant, µM
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RESOLUTION OF HIF PHD2

CRYSTAL STRUCTURE

The crystal structure of the catalytic domain of

PHD2 was resolved by two independent groups (PDB

2G19 [40]; PDB 2HBT & 2HBU resolved and deposited

by Evdokimov et al.). PHD2 crystallizes as a homotrimer,

although it exists as a monomer in solution [40]. The

active site comprises a relatively deep pocket compared to

other α-ketoglutarate-dependent oxygenases. Iron is

coordinated in an octahedral manner by His313, His374,

and Asp315, an inhibitor (occupying two sites) and a

water molecule. The active site is predominantly lined

with hydrophobic residues, with Ile256 and Trp258 lead-

ing to the opening of the active site. The hydrophobic

nature of residues at the active site may reflect a require-

ment for enzyme protection from potential oxidation by

active oxygen species generated by the active site iron in

the absence of the protein substrate. Participation of

Arg383 in α-ketoglutarate binding is clearly seen from the

inhibitor binding in the crystal structure [40] and thus

supports previous mutagenesis work showing the com-

plete loss of catalytic activity in the Arg367Ala (equiva-

lent of Arg383 in PHD2) mutation of PHD1 [60]. The

narrow active site opening in PHD2 compared to FIH

and other human and bacterial enzymes of this class may

have significance for PHD isozymes as sensors: it may

explain the fact of tight binding of iron and αKG in the

enzyme active site and thus explain the enzyme purifica-

tion with the cofactors bound [61]. There is significant

difference in amino acid residues coordinating α-keto-

glutarate in PHD2 versus FIH, which guarantees the pos-

sible development of specific inhibitors for either one. As

we noted in our earlier paper [62], a PHD2 inhibitor

should slide into the active site, and this imposes specific

restrictions on its structure, while the FIH inhibitor

accesses the active site from the side of the bound active

site water perpendicular to the plane of bound ketoglu-

tarate. The similarity in the structure of catalytic domains

of PHD1-3 and identical α-ketoglutarate binding

residues (according to homology modeling, see Fig. 3)

makes the task of developing PHD isoform-specific

inhibitors based on αKG analogs unlikely to succeed.

HIF PHD SUBSTRATE SPECIFICITY PROBLEM

At the level of HIF–PHD molecular interactions, the

question of specificity of proline hydroxylation can be

divided into two aspects: 1) what is the location of HIF

Fig. 3. Alignment of amino acid sequences of catalytic domains of HIF prolyl hydroxylases based on structural modeling of PHD1 and PHD3

with PHD2 as a template.

β2β3 loop
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amino acid residues recognized by PHD?; 2) what is the

location of the HIF substrate recognition site within PHD?

PHDs were long supposed to recognize and hydrox-

ylate proline residues found in the conserved sequence

LXXLAP without additional requirements for flanking

regions. Both prolines (564 and 402) satisfy this require-

ment. Only very recently, by means of yeast two-hybrid

screening, a Spanish group mapped permitted replace-

ments ranging from –6 to +10 outside the LXXLAP

sequence that were relevant to recognition preferences by

PHD2 and PHD3 (Scheme 3). Those authors concluded

that PHDs are sensitive to the region –9 to +12 around

the target proline and that PHDs exhibit low activity

towards peptides shorter than 20 amino acids (based on

the absence of stop-codons at any positions of the inter-

acting constructs) [63]. Close examination of the data

show that despite similar substrate requirements of PHD2

and PHD3, there are significant differences in their sub-

strate preferences. The major difference is in the prefer-

ence of PHD2 for Tyr or Phe in the +1 position (i.e.

LXXLAPY): PHD2 does not bind the mutant version with

Tyr565 replaced with amino acid residues other than Phe,

while PHD3 binds a mutant version with Ala in this posi-

tion [63]. On the other hand, PHD3 shows a strong pref-

erence for a Pro residue at position +3 (i.e. LAAPYIP),

while PHD2 does not. This finding is consistent with the

fact that PHD3, the isoform containing the catalytic

domain only, is capable of hydroxylating Pro564 only, not

Pro402 in HIF-1α. Additionally, PHD3 is extremely sen-

sitive to the presence of negative charge at and around

position +6 (D570) compared to PHD2. The authors

conclude that these differences may be used to design

inhibitors specific for each isoform.

The yeast two-hybrid approach and regular mutage-

nesis work on purified PHDs confirmed that the PHD

sequence responsible for substrate recognition is relative-

ly far from the active site residues (Fig. 4; see color

insert). The β2β3 loop has to interact with HIF close to

the LXXLAP region to provide specific recognition. It is

supposed to move down to hug the HIF sequence in the

region of Asp570. However, in the crystal structure of the

PHD2-HIF peptide [64] the β2β3 loop (green color in

Fig. 4d) becomes disordered, although it actually does

hug the peptide. The peptide goes from top to bottom

interacting with the sequence of the C-terminal domain

(Arg209, Tyr216) (pink in Fig. 4d). Computer models of

PHD1 and PHD3 obtained by homology modeling using

PHD2 as a template show the qualitative electrostatic

surface potential, which is barely different for the

PHD1/PHD3 pair, in contrast to PHD2/PHD1 or

PHD2/PHD3 pairs (Fig. 4): in other words, design of

inhibitor discriminating between PHD1 and PHD3 is

problematic unless the N-terminal portion of PHD1

plays a role in PHD1 conformation and binding to the

protein substrate. The so-called β2β3 loop has one and

the same fold for all isoforms, except PHD3 has an argi-

nine residue that pops up from the loop (shown in red in

Scheme 4). The loop differs in charge for individual iso-

forms and truly participates in HIF peptide binding, thus

giving hope for design of isoform-specific inhibitors.

NEW SUBSTRATES OF HIF PROLYL

HYDROXYLASES

The data from the literature and that obtained in our

laboratory unequivocally demonstrate that PHDs are

important targets for medical intervention. The challenge

is to develop inhibitors specific for each isoform, since

very recently it became clear that the PHD isozymes have

specific endogenous substrates.

HIF1 and HIF2 are established substrates for PHD2.

PHD1 apparently is specific for Rpb1, the large subunit of

Comparison of HIF1-3 sequences recognized by PHDs

Scheme 3

C-terminal proline (P564)    N-terminal proline (P402)

Variable portion of β2β3 loop sequences for PHDs

Scheme 4
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RNA polymerase II, which carries the fundamental enzy-

matic activity of the complex synthesizing all cellular

mRNAs [26]. Rpb1 is ubiquitinylated and degraded in

response to DNA lesions induced by UV light and high

millimolar concentrations of H2O2. Phosphorylation of

Ser5 in Rpb1 is a prerequisite for ubiquitylation of Rpb1.

It has been found that Pro1465 hydroxylation catalyzed

by PHD1 is necessary for subsequent phosphorylation of

Ser5 of Rpb1 in response to oxidative stress. PHD2, in

contrast, has an inhibitory effect on this modification

[26]. Recently, the Kaelin group [65] demonstrated a link

between PHD1 and cyclin D1: PHD1 is estrogen-

inducible in breast carcinoma cells, and PHD1 inactiva-

tion decreases cyclin D1 levels and suppresses mammary

gland cell proliferation in vivo. Regulation of cyclin D1 is

a specific attribute of PHD1 among the PHD proteins

and is HIF-independent. Loss of PHD1 (but not PHD2)

catalytic activity inhibits estrogen-dependent breast can-

cer tumorigenesis and can be rescued by exogenous cyclin

D1. PHD1 depletion also impairs the fitness of lung,

brain, and hematopoietic cancer lines. These findings

support the exploration of PHD1 inhibitors as therapeu-

tics for estrogen-dependent breast cancer and other

malignancies. PHD1 appears to be an attractive drug tar-

get because it is not essential in mammals.

PHD3 was shown to accumulate with age in different

tissues [66]. In a recent study evidence was provided that

HIF-1 plays a critical role in delaying the onset of senes-

cence in rodent cells via transcriptional activation of

macrophage migration inhibitory factor (MIF) and

thereby inhibition of the p53-mediated pathway [67].

PHD3 was found to form subcellular aggregates [68]. The

most intriguing finding was that inhibition of PHD3 pre-

vented it from forming aggregates [68]. Given that PHD3

expression is upregulated with aging, it may contribute to

the reduced cell tolerance to hypoxia–reoxygenation and

other pathological scenarios. It is worth mentioning again

that PHD3 in mice has a mitochondria-targeting leader

sequence and that PHD3 seems to be the most flexible

PHD isoform regarding stimuli-induced changes in

expression. PHD3 has been shown to hydroxylate β2-

adrenergic receptor (β2AR) [25], the prototypic GPCR

that plays an important role in the regulation of cardio-

vascular and pulmonary function, and sustained β2AR

down-regulation and dysfunction is associated with dis-

eases such as heart failure and asthma. In particular,

β2AR enhances bronchodilation and alveolar fluid clear-

ance (which increase O2 uptake), enhances cardiac out-

put and peripheral vasodilation (which increase O2 deliv-

ery), and enhances cardioprotection and angiogenesis

under ischemic conditions, thereby effectively recapitu-

lating the integrated physiological response to hypoxia.

Up-regulation of β2AR in response to hypoxia puts the

function of the receptor in a new light. The ability of the

PHD3-pVHL hydroxylation and ubiquitylation pathway

to regulate the β2AR and the implications of that regula-

tion for the response to ischemia and hypoxia suggest pre-

viously unidentified targets in the treatment of cardiovas-

Fig. 5. Activation of wild-type and PAIP mutant HIF ODD-luc reporter by compounds 7 and 8. 1) PAIP mutant and compound 8; 2) PAIP

mutant and compound 7; 3) wild-type and compound 8; 4) wild-type and compound 7.
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cular and respiratory diseases. PHD3 is most abundant in

cardiac and smooth muscle, where the β2AR is highly

abundant in vivo.

CONCLUSION: NOVEL APPROACH TO STUDY

OF HIF PROLYL HYDROXYLASE SUBSTRATE

SPECIFICITY AND DESIGN OF ISOFORM-

SPECIFIC INHIBITORS

Taking into account the low specific activity of

recombinant enzymes and the inadequacy of interpreta-

tion of the inhibition constant generated using different

types of in vitro enzyme assays, we developed a novel

approach to measuring PHD activity that is a variant of

the cell-based “capture” assay [62]. The HIF-1 ODD-luc

reporter system permits monitoring of consumption of a

labeled substrate (ODD-luciferase) in real time. It is

equally suited for substrate specificity studies (mutagene-

sis), determination of enzyme kinetic parameters, and

high-throughput screening of multi-thousand and multi-

million libraries of chemical compounds. The construc-

tion, performance, and advantages of this novel reporter

system are described in detail in our recent open-access

review [69]. It is worth noting that this system is sensitive

to minor changes in the structure of the protein substrate

because it is based on protein–protein recognition

between the enzyme and substrate, which precedes catal-

ysis and subsequent degradation of its hydroxylated prod-

uct. Only due to this novelty, we successfully identified

experimentally “branching tail” inhibitors specific to

PHD only and holding promise for future development of

isoform-specific PHD inhibitors. Docking of the best hit,

compound 8, into the active site of PHD2 [62] closely

resembles the fold of the 564PYIP567 sequence of the

HIF peptide, in particular, the hydroxypyridyl ring of

compound 8 occupies the position of the Tyr565 hydroxy-

phenyl ring. Compound 8 is now sold by Calbiochem as a

specific HIF PHD inhibitor (ref. 400084, HIF Prolyl

Hydroxylase Inhibitor, EMD Millipore USA) based on

the results we published in [62]. In addition to this

reporter cell line, we developed its mutant variants, which

can be used to refine inhibition patterns. A mutant

reporter provides better discrimination between PHD

inhibitors: the advantage of the mutant PAIP line

(Tyr565Ala HIF ODD-luc) is that it lowers the ability of

HIF to compete with the inhibitors and permits better

discrimination between the properties of inhibitors by

providing higher activation numbers (Fig. 5): compounds

7 and 8 behave similarly in wild-type HIF 1 ODD-luc

reporter assay, whereas in the mutant line, the IC50 for

compound 8 becomes ca. 1 µM lower, i.e. compound 8

better competes with PAIP for PHD2, which is a proof of

its specificity for PHD2.

We were the first to predict the possibility of develop-

ing isoform-specific PHD inhibitors employing variations

in the branching motif adjacent to the iron-binding core

[62]. Our conclusion on the role of the branched portion

in recognition of different PHD isoforms has been exper-

imentally confirmed in a recent publication from the

Amgen group: the triple branching peptide-like tail

attached to the quinolone core resulted in up to 10-fold

difference in magnitude of inhibition between PHD2 and

PHD1/PHD3 [70], but not between PHD1 and PHD3,

which is a difficult task considering their surface poten-

tials as we discussed above.

We are currently working on construction of HIF2,

HIF3, and β2AR-based luciferase reporters, which will

allow us to launch the screening program for PHD iso-

form-specific inhibitors. The novel approach we develop

may principally yield inhibitors that target protein–pro-

tein interaction without entering into the active site of

PHD: we expect that only compounds of this mode of

action may discriminate between PHD1 and PHD3.
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Fig. 11. (G. M. Blackburn et al.) Two near attack conformations for β-PGM. NAC-I (silver), NAC-II (yellow), and TSA (cyan) with sub-

strate glucose 1-phosphate bound. Progressive approach to the transition state shown by movement of (i) beryllium (green) to magnesium

(blue) trifluoride; of (ii) catalytic magnesium (orange) and especially of (iii) catalytic Asp10 from open conformation (silver) to closed con-

formation (yellow, cyan) enabling H-bonding to glucose 1-OH group. (Ligands/H-bonds in blue for NAC-I, in green for NAC-II, and in red

for TSA).

Fig. 1. (N. A. Smirnova et al.) Displacement of active site water (left, PHD2 active center, PDB 2G19) upon binding of HIF peptide (right,

modeling using FIH-HIF peptide structure, PDB 1H2K).

Water
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Fig. 4. (N. A. Smirnova et al.) Qualitative electrostatic potentials of PHD1 computer model (a), PHD2 crystal structure (b), and PHD3 com-

puter model (c): red and blue shades represent negative and positive potentials, respectively. d) Location of β2β3 loop (green) and C-terminal

domain (pink) with respect to bound HIF peptide in the PHD2-HIF crystal structure (PDB 3HQR).
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